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ABSTRACT 

Performance is something that will be achieved at the institute. Everyone has 

different abilities in doing a task. Placement of an office position does not always 

result in satisfactory performance. Giving an assignment to people who are not 

qualified in their field will cause problems in the future. This problem arises from 

the inability of the person to overcome and complete the assignment. Position 

balancing is a terrible thing facing every institution. Many of the criteria that 

should be assessed for a person can be put in a specific position. Manual 

calculations will hinder the accuracy of employee placement in the company. The 

Gale-Shapley algorithm can solve this problem well by the expected criteria in a 

particular position. This algorithm determines the position of work based on the 

desire of the institution and the ability of the worker. The interchange between 

employees will occur if the weight changes. The optimal person will fill each job 

position in the field of work. Stable Matching will be implemented, and the 

institution will have qualified employees. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Employee position is the determinant of the success of the company. Employees are related 

to the confidentiality of company information [1]. Every employee has the opportunity to 

occupy a position based on certain qualifications [2]. However, many companies mistakenly 

assign their employees to the company. It results in an imbalance of the resulting work. 

Employee performance appraisal results for the company have an essential role in decision 

making on various issues. It depends on the type of work and the company's goals. The company 

will obtain information on the extent to which the work achieved by employees in a particular 

period. High performing employees are expected to carry out their duties with full responsibility 

and can use all of their potentials. A qualified employee can make a positive contribution to the 

overall performance of the company. Achieving success work is by improving workability. 

Employee's ability to handle any job problems so that the job task can be completed on time. 

The ability of both knowledge and skills is an essential element to improve performance. 
Professional skills are needed to achieve success. Each employee has several capabilities than 
can be represented in specific variables. The value of each of these employees will be 
compared against the other employees. Adequate workability implies the improvement of 
employee 
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performance to support the implementation of the task efficiently and professionally. 

Productivity depends on job satisfaction while job satisfaction is a pleasant or unpleasant 

emotional state by which employees view their work. 

 

The main fault of the company is that many companies do not apply stable matching 

techniques in placing their employees in the available positions [3][4]. Positioning is a difficult 

thing to do. Employee background should be viewed and analyzed before being placed in an 

absolute position. The stable matching algorithm can help solve such cases. One of the 

algorithms used is Gale-Shapley. This algorithm determines the position of the variable based 

on the weighting value or the desire of an institution. Their abilities will place qualified 

employees. If there are employees who are better than before, old employees will be withdrawn 

and replaced with more qualified employees. The retrieved employee will be re-analyzed to be 

placed in a new position. The algorithm is expected to solve the company's stable matching 

problem. 

 

2. THEORIES 

2.1 Stable Matching 

Many algorithms deal with pattern matching [5]–[9]. The stable matching algorithm is an 

algorithm for finding stable position problem solution [10]–[13]. By using this algorithm, it will 

get a bipartite graph that shows matching between stable and optimal element, either optimal in 

man side or can be optimal in woman side [14]. For example,  in the Stable Marriage Problem, 

both men, and women, to be applicants, and one more type to be the recipient of the application. 

The type of set of applicants will be the rated for optimal measurement. If the man who acts as 

an applicant, the stable pair generated will be optimal relative to men; it also applies if the 

applicant's role is changing. The male role will be used as an applicant so that the results of this 

algorithm will produce optimal stable pair relative to men.  

 

2.2 Gale-Shapley Algoritm 

David Gale and Lloyd Shapley in 1962 introduced a matching study to allocate a set of pairs 

with stability known as the Stable Marriage Problem. The goal is to find a stable pair of instances 

of X and Y [15][16]. Each variable has its preference list of the paired pair. The Stable Marriage 

Problem was first introduced in Gale and Shapley's seminar paper "College Admissions and the 

Stability of Marriage" in 1962. To solve the Stable Marriage Problem problem, Gale and 

Shapley introduced the Gale-Shapley Algorithm to pair some n objects X with n objects Y using 

specific rules.  

 

The first object is defined as n men and the second object is n women in an arranged marriage, 

in which both parties have preference list against each of the opposite sex. Gale-Shapley has a 

proposed rule of each man n to each woman. In the process of algorithm execution, each man 

has an alternative pair and free, but every woman must pair [17][18]. Women are definitely in 

pairs even if their partner can change. Men who couple more than one get a couple who have 

the least preference of himself [19].  When a woman receives a proposal directly will be 

accepted and become a temporary partner [20]. When a woman who has been in pairs receives 

a different application, she will compare with the previous application and reject the man who 

has a smaller criteria fit against the female preference. Each man is applying to women 
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according to the criteria in order until later in pairs. If the application is rejected by one of the 

women on the list, then he is free again, and continue the application sequence on his list. The 

algorithm ends when everything has been paired. 

 

The following pseudocode is Gale-Shapley algorithm process [21]. 

 

function stableMatching { 
    Initialize all m ∈ M and w ∈ W to free 
    while ∃ free man m who still has a woman w to propose to { 
       w = first woman on m’s list to whom m has not yet proposed 
       if w is free 
         (m, w) become engaged 
       else some pair (m', w) already exists 
         if w prefers m to m' 
            m' becomes free 
           (m, w) become engaged  
         else 
           (m', w) remain engaged 
    } 
} 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

Gale-Shapley works based on criteria stored in the preferences table. This table shows how 

much an employee's interest in the job and the company wants to take on the employee. The 

establishment of the Gale-Shapley algorithm requires two preference tables. It is formed with 

the same number of columns and rows as a stable matching. Each cell is filled with a number 

corresponding to the value expected by both parties. There can not be the same number in a row. 

These tables consist of employee qualifications and company desires. Preferences can be seen 

in the following table. 

 

Table 1. Employee qualifications 

  Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 

Employee 1       

Employee 2       

Employee 3       

Employee 4       

Employee 5       
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Employee 6       

 

Table 2. Company desires 

  
Employee 

1 

Employee 

2 

Employee 

3 

Employee 

4 

Employee 

5 

Employee 

6 

Position 1       

Position 2       

Position 3       

Position 4       

Position 5       

Position 6       

 

Table 1 and 2 are tables of employee and company preference. Each employee will give 

weight to the six desired positions and vice versa the company assesses their employees with 

specific weights. The numbers "1" to "6" will be filled into each cell. These are the order of 

popularity for employees and companies. 

 

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

An employee is a party who actively make positions based on their preference list so that 

the flow of this algorithm can be analogized as a job seeker who applies in the company vacancy. 

A position is a passive party but assigned to determine the employee who is eligible to fill vacant 

positions based on the options contained in the preference list. The pairing process between 

Employee and Position will experience engagement and unengagement under certain conditions. 

This section is a Gale-Shapley algorithm testing by giving a case example to a company in 

selecting employees to be placed in certain positions.  

 

Table 3. Employee qualifications result 

  Programmer Manager    Marketing  Mechanic   Post Man   Supervisor 

Pritz Brown 3 5 2 1 6 4 
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Sheryl      4 5 3 2 5 1 

Robin Hood  1 2 3 5 6 4 

Charles     5 2 3 4 1 6 

Andysah     2 5 3 6 4 1 

Keysha      6 1 4 5 3 2 

 

Table 4. Company desires result 

  
Pritz 

Brown 
Sheryl      

Robin 
Hood  

Charles     Andysah     Keysha      

Programmer 1 2 4 5 3 6 

Manager    5 4 2 3 1 6 

Marketing  4 1 2 5 6 3 

Mechanic   3 1 6 5 2 4 

Post Man   1 6 4 5 3 2 

Supervisor 2 3 4 6 5 1 

 

Tables 3 and 4 show the value of each preference between employee and company. The 

Gale-Shapley algorithm has several rounds in finding the optimal value in this case. The number 

of rounds depends on how quickly the algorithm finds the solution. The following calculations 

may explain the workings of the Gale-Shapley algorithm. 

 
Round 1 

 

Employee = Pritz Brown <1>  
 Placed to = Mechanic <4>  
 Status  = Permitted 
 Reason  = Position Mechanic is available 
 
Employee = Sheryl <2>  
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 Placed to = Supervisor <6>  
 Status  = Permitted 
 Reason  = Position Supervisor is available 
 
Employee = Robin Hood <3>  
 Placed to = Programmer <1>  
 Status  = Permitted 
 Reason  = Position Programmer is available 
 
Employee = Charles <4>  
 Placed to = Post Man <5>  
 Status  = Permitted 
 Reason  = Position Post Man is available 
 
Employee = Andysah <5>  
 Placed to = Supervisor <6>  
 New Weight = 5 
 Old Weight = 3 
 Replace  = Sheryl 
 Status  = Unchanged 
 Reason  = Weight Andysah is lower than Sheryl 
 
Employee = Keysha <6>  
 Placed to = Manager <2>  
 Status  = Permitted 
 Reason  = Position Manager is available 
 
Employee [1] = Pritz Brown Position [4] = Mechanic 
Employee [2] = Sheryl  Position [6] = Supervisor 
Employee [3] = Robin Hood Position [1] = Programmer 
Employee [4] = Charles Position [5] = Post Man 
Employee [5] = Andysah Position [0] = - 
Employee [6] = Keysha  Position [2] = Manager 

 
Round 2 

 

Employee = Andysah <5>  
 Placed to = Programmer <1>  
 New Weight = 3 
 Old Weight = 4 
 Replace  = Robin Hood 
 Status  = Changed 
 Reason  = Weight Andysah is higher than Robin Hood 
 
Employee [1] = Pritz Brown Position [4] = Mechanic 
Employee [2] = Sheryl  Position [6] = Supervisor 
Employee [3] = Robin Hood Position [0] = - 
Employee [4] = Charles Position [5] = Post Man 
Employee [5] = Andysah Position [1] = Programmer 
Employee [6] = Keysha  Position [2] = Manager 

 
Round 3 
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Employee = Robin Hood <3>  
 Placed to = Programmer <1>  
 New Weight = 4 
 Old Weight = 3 
 Replace  = Andysah 
 Status  = Unchanged 
 Reason  = Weight Robin Hood is lower than Andysah 
 
Employee [1] = Pritz Brown Position [4] = Mechanic 
Employee [2] = Sheryl  Position [6] = Supervisor 
Employee [3] = Robin Hood Position [0] = - 
Employee [4] = Charles Position [5] = Post Man 
Employee [5] = Andysah Position [1] = Programmer 
Employee [6] = Keysha  Position [2] = Manager 

 
Round 4 

 

Employee = Robin Hood <3>  
 Placed to = Manager <2>  
 New Weight = 2 
 Old Weight = 6 
 Replace  = Keysha 
 Status  = Changed 
 Reason  = Weight Robin Hood is higher than Keysha 
 
Employee = Keysha <6>  
 Placed to = Manager <2>  
 New Weight = 6 
 Old Weight = 2 
 Replace  = Robin Hood 
 Status  = Unchanged 
 Reason  = Weight Keysha is lower than Robin Hood 
 
Employee [1] = Pritz Brown Position [4] = Mechanic 
Employee [2] = Sheryl  Position [6] = Supervisor 
Employee [3] = Robin Hood Position [2] = Manager 
Employee [4] = Charles Position [5] = Post Man 
Employee [5] = Andysah Position [1] = Programmer 
Employee [6] = Keysha  Position [0] = - 

 
Round 5 

 

Employee = Keysha <6>  
 Placed to = Supervisor <6>  
 New Weight = 1 
 Old Weight = 3 
 Replace  = Sheryl 
 Status  = Changed 
 Reason  = Weight Keysha is higher than Sheryl 
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Employee [1] = Pritz Brown Position [4] = Mechanic 
Employee [2] = Sheryl  Position [0] = - 
Employee [3] = Robin Hood Position [2] = Manager 
Employee [4] = Charles Position [5] = Post Man 
Employee [5] = Andysah Position [1] = Programmer 
Employee [6] = Keysha  Position [6] = Supervisor 

 
Round 6 

 

Employee = Sheryl <2>  
 Placed to = Supervisor <6>  
 New Weight = 3 
 Old Weight = 1 
 Replace  = Keysha 
 Status  = Unchanged 
 Reason  = Weight Sheryl is lower than Keysha 
 
Employee [1] = Pritz Brown Position [4] = Mechanic 
Employee [2] = Sheryl  Position [0] = - 
Employee [3] = Robin Hood Position [2] = Manager 
Employee [4] = Charles Position [5] = Post Man 
Employee [5] = Andysah Position [1] = Programmer 
Employee [6] = Keysha  Position [6] = Supervisor 

 
Round 7 

 

Employee = Sheryl <2>  
 Placed to = Mechanic <4>  
 New Weight = 1 
 Old Weight = 3 
 Replace  = Pritz Brown 
 Status  = Changed 
 Reason  = Weight Sheryl is higher than Pritz Brown 
 
Employee [1] = Pritz Brown Position [0] = - 
Employee [2] = Sheryl  Position [4] = Mechanic 
Employee [3] = Robin Hood Position [2] = Manager 
Employee [4] = Charles Position [5] = Post Man 
Employee [5] = Andysah Position [1] = Programmer 
Employee [6] = Keysha  Position [6] = Supervisor 

 
Round 8 

 

Employee = Pritz Brown <1>  
 Placed to = Mechanic <4>  
 New Weight = 3 
 Old Weight = 1 
 Replace  = Sheryl 
 Status  = Unchanged 
 Reason  = Weight Pritz Brown is lower than Sheryl 
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Employee [1] = Pritz Brown Position [0] = - 
Employee [2] = Sheryl  Position [4] = Mechanic 
Employee [3] = Robin Hood Position [2] = Manager 
Employee [4] = Charles Position [5] = Post Man 
Employee [5] = Andysah Position [1] = Programmer 
Employee [6] = Keysha  Position [6] = Supervisor 

 
Round 9 

 

Employee = Pritz Brown <1>  
 Placed to = Marketing <3>  
 Status  = Permitted 
 Reason  = Position Marketing is available 
 
Employee [1] = Pritz Brown Position [3] = Marketing 
Employee [2] = Sheryl  Position [4] = Mechanic 
Employee [3] = Robin Hood Position [2] = Manager 
Employee [4] = Charles Position [5] = Post Man 
Employee [5] = Andysah Position [1] = Programmer 
Employee [6] = Keysha  Position [6] = Supervisor 

 

The testing has resulted in nine rounds. The final result of Gale-Shapley has determined that 

each employee has gained an optimal position. The last round explains that "Andysah" gained 

the position as "Programmer," "Robin Hood" as "Manager," "Pritz Brown" as "Marketing," 

"Sheryl" as "Mechanic," "Charles" as "Post Man" and "Keysha" as "Supervisor." 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

This algorithm successfully matches the employee with the offered position. The result of 

this test is stable so that the optimal pair formed. The Gale-Shapley algorithm determines the 

pair based on the weight value of each employee. If the position of the couple changes, this 

means there is a new candidate who is more qualified. The algorithm has a preference table that 

contains interest between both parties, both employees, and positions. Any installation made 

between employees and positions in a set can be said to be the allocation of stable pairs. But not 

all preference list is a potential stable partner. A stable pair will be determined in the last round. 

A condition will result in a separate pair because a certain employee rank is higher than the one 

previously occupying that position. Although engagement occurs, employees who do not have 

a partner will someday occupy an existing position. The more preference lists, the more 

employees to occupy certain positions. 
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